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This project began when I read the phrase

Let K be a category. We can suppose that objects of K are ordinals, since we assume
the axiom of choice for classes. Luděk Kučera, JPAA 1971

in the proof of a theorem about how close an arbitrary locally small category can
be to a concrete category.

When I complained on the category theory Zulip chat room Martti Karvonen figured
out what was going on, and then we pushed the assumptions lower.

https://mysite.science.uottawa.ca/mkarvone/

https://mysite.science.uottawa.ca/mkarvone/


Concrete categories (or nearly so. . . )

Concrete category: faithful C→ Set

Examples Top, Grp, Cat, any small category: Ob(C) 3 x 7→ t−1(x)

Non-examples (Freyd 1970): Ho(Top), Ho(Cat) (small categories, iso classes of
functors)

Theorem (Kučera, in vNBG assuming Global Choice)

Every locally small category is the quotient of a concrete category by a congruence.

The only case where the results in this talk are nontrivial are for large categories.

Goal make the setup for large categories robust against making di�erent choices of
foundations — classical logic will be assumed, though.
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Algebraic Set Theory or: How I learned to stop worrying and love
proper classes

Definition (Awodey–Butz–Simpson–Streicher)

A Boolean basic class category is a Boolean pretopos E equipped with a wide subcategory S
of small maps satisfying:
I S contains all isomorphisms, stable under pullback along arbitrary morphisms;
I If g ◦ f is small, then so is f;
I If f ◦ e is small and e is a regular epimorphism, then f is small;
I Copairs of small maps are small: given fi : Ai→ B small, i= 1,2, then so is
〈f1, f2〉 : A1+A2→ B;

and every object C has a ‘small powerobject’ Ps(C) and a small relation ∈C↪→ C×Ps(C)
that is universal among small relations out of C.

Ps(C) is the ‘class of subsets’ of C. — : — A relation R ↪→ C×D is small if R→ C×D
pr2−−→D is small.



Examples

I Set where small maps have fibres smaller that a fixed infinite regular cardinal κ.
I Set6κ, with the same small maps.
I The syntactic category of ZF (S. Maschio, 2015), where morphism is small if

every fibre satisfies a syntactic definition of being a set.
I The syntactic category of ZF− (no axiom of powerset, other axioms suitably

tweaked).
I The category of classes in vNGB, where a class function is small if the fibres are

sets.
I (ABSS) The category of “ideals” Idl(E) in a Boolean topos E (These are defined so that

E is the subcategory of ‘small’ objects).



Some technical ingredients 1

The following are all due to ABSS.

I This definition is stable under slicing: for any object C, the slice category E/C is
again a basic class category.

I Small objects are exponentiable. Hence small maps are exponentiable in the
slice category of which they are objects.

I A universal object V in E is one such that every object C admits a mono C ↪→ V .
If there is a universal object, there is universal small map El : El(U)→U, given
by ∈V ↪→ V ×Ps(V)→ Ps(V) (every small map is a pullback of El).



Some technical ingredients 2

I Recall that we can externalise an internal category C in E to get a fibration
Fam(C)→ E, and for any internal functor C→D there is a fibred functor
Fam(C)→ Fam(D) over E.

I Given a universal object, the map El gives rise to an internal category
S= Full(El) with objects U and morphisms the domain of pr∗2El

pr∗1El→U×U.
Moreover this is a full internal category: Fam(S) is equivalent to a full
subcategory of the codomain fibration Ecod.
You can think of S as the (large, but locally small) category of all sets.

I In the absence of a universal object (or even a universal map), we can still say
what is means for an internal category to be concrete: there is a faithful internal
functor to some Full(f), for f a small map.

I Given a pullback square f→ g in E, we get a faithful internal functor
Full(f)→ Full(g).



Algebraic Set Theory or: How I learned to stop worrying and love
proper classes some more

Definition (ABSS)

A Boolean class category is a Boolean basic class category E such that
I There is a universal object V ;

I For x a small object, Ps(x) is a small object ( x small⇔ x
!−→ 1 ∈ S).

(This definition is also stable under slicing)

Examples All the examples from before are Boolean class categories, except the
syntactic category of ZF−.

But we can in fact do better than this second item, for free.



Another technical ingredient
In a (basic) class categories there are fibrewise small power objects for arbitrary
maps, and this has some functoriality. Define:
I Ecodsmall ↪→ Ecod is the subfibration that is fibrewise the wide subcategory of the

slice categories on the small maps (definable purely using fibrations).
I Scod ↪→ Ecod is the (full) subfibration on the small maps (and Scod ↪→ Ecodsmall).

I For a fibration X→ Y , the fibrewise opposite X
(op)→ Y does what it says on

the tin (again, definable purely using fibrations).

Proposition

For E a Boolean basic class category, there is a faithful �bred anafunctor

Ps : (E
cod
small)

(op) 7→ Ecod

over E. If E is a class category, then Ps lands in Ecodsmall, and its restriction to (S
cod)(op)

lands in Scod.
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Some setup

Definition
A locally small system of factorisations on an internal category C in a Boolean (basic)
class category consists of a pair of wide subcategories L and R such that
I R×sRC0,tL L→C1 is an epimorphism
I L×sL,C0,tR R→C1 factors through L∪R⊆C1
I The following square is a pullback:

(L∩R)×C0 (L∩R)
� � //

��

R×sR,C0,tR R

��

L∩R �
�

// R

where the right vertical arrow is composition
I tR : R→C0 and sL : L→C0 are small maps



Some setup

Informally:

Definition
A locally small system of factorisations on an internal category C in a Boolean (basic)
class category consists of a pair of wide subcategories L and R such that
I any morphism factors as r ◦ l with r ∈ R and l ∈ L,
I Any morphism of the form l ◦ r with r ∈ R and l ∈ L is in L∪R.
I Given two composable R-arrows r1 and r2, the composite r2r1 is an L-arrow if and only
if both of r1, r2 are L-arrows.

I for any object X, the object of L-morphisms (resp. R-morphisms) with domain (resp.
codomain) X is small.



Note on classical logic

The only time we need the fact our basic class category is Boolean is when need to
know that L ↪→ L∪R is a complemented subobject, so that L+R ′ ' L∪R. We then
get the following pullback square:

Lfac+R
′
fac

' //

��

L×C0 R

��

L+R ′
' // L∪R

defining the subobjects Lfac ↪→ R×C0 L and R ′fac ↪→ R×C0 L of factorizations of arrows
in L and R ′ respectively.

Removing this seems either not fruitful, or highly non-obvious.



Two technical lemmas

Lemma
Suppose one had a locally small category C, and a linear preorder � on the objects of C, such
that every �-initial segment is a set. De�ne L(x,y) :=C(x,y) if y� x and empty otherwise,
and de�ne R(x,y) :=C(x,y) if x� y and empty otherwise. Taking these as the hom-sets of
wide subcategories L and R, this de�nes a locally small system of factorizations on C.

Lemma
Assume the universal object V of the Boolean class category E admits a linear preorder that is
a small relation. Then every locally small internal category C in E admits a locally small
system of factorisations.

Given an internal category C with a locally small system of factorisations in E, we
can define another internal category C with the same objects, but arrows
C1 = R×sR,C0,tL L+C0. There is a full, b.o.o. functor C→C, making C a quotient.



The end in sight

We want to show that C is something like a concrete category.

Lemma
Take E a Boolean basic class category, and an internal category C with a locally small system
of factorisations.
I The map F := 〈tR, id〉 : R+C0→C0 is a small internal diagram on C.
I The map G := 〈sL, id〉 : L+C0→C0 is a small internal presheaf on C.
I The map PC0s (G)→C0 is an internal diagram on C (recall this is the �brewise small
powerobject functor), and if E is a class category, this is small.

Further, recall that given a pair of (small) internal diagrams A→D0 and B→D0 on
the internal category D, we get a (small) internal diagram A+B→D0.



Kučera’s theorem in the absence of choice

Theorem (Karvonen–R.)

Given an internal category C with a locally small system of factorisations, in a Boolean class
category E, the internal diagram on C with underlying (small!) family
H := F+PC0s (G)→C0 corresponds to a faithful internal functor C→ S.

Proof.

Given an internal diagram F→C0 on an internal category C in E, there is a fibred
anafunctor Fam(C) 7→ Ecod, the externalisation of the diagram. If the diagram is
small, then we land in the subfibration Scod. The externalisation of the universal
diagram El on S gives an equivalence to Scod. The externalisation of H is isomorphic
to

Fam(C) 7→ Scod×E (Scod)(op)
id×Ps7→ Scod×E Scod

+7→ Scod

we can prove the first anafunctor faithful by hand, and the others are also faithful.
This anafunctor is isomorphic to the induced Fam(C)→ Fam(S).



Kučera’s theorem in the absence of choice

Corollary

If the universal object V of the Boolean class category E admits a linear preorder that is a
small relation, then every locally small category in E is the quotient by an internal congruence
of an internally concrete category.

This is Kučera’s 1971 result (originally in vNGB+GC), but now in Algebraic Set
Theory—no categories of ordinals in sight. The result is now ‘foundation agnostic’,
works for ZF, vNGB, structural settings. . .



Kučera’s theorem in the absence of choice and other assumptions

We can do better than this, and drop back to a basic class category, as long as we are
willing to work with fibrations, and be generous about what ‘concrete’ means.

Theorem
Assume that E is a boolean basic class category. Let C be an internal category in E, with a
locally small system of factorisations (L,R). Then the internal diagram F+PC0s (G)→C0
on C has externalisation Fam(C) 7→ Ecod that is a faithful �bred anafunctor over E.

Think of this as saying the category C is sort-of concrete, but its objects might be
structured proper classes, instead of sets.

There are intermediate variants, for instance asking for a universal small map, but
not a universal object; we get a faithful internal anafunctor C 7→ S. Or asking for
small powerobjects of small objects to be small, but no universal object; we get a
faithful internal functor to some Full(f).
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Characterising concreteness

So the examples of non-concrete categories Ho(Top) and Ho(Cat)—quotients of
concrete categories—are in fact typical! See also Loregian and Di Liberti (2018).

Freyd (1973) also gave a characterisation of concretisable categories, via a
complicated argument involving additive categories. Can we attack this also?



Isbell’s condition

A span A f←− X g−→ B from A to B is compatible with a cospan A h−→ Y
k←− B if

X //

��

B

��

A // Y

.

Two spans from A to B are said to be equivalent i� they are compatible with exactly
the same cospans.

Definition
A category C is said to satisfy the Isbell condition if for every pair of objects A,B there is a
set X(A,B) of spans from A to B intersecting every equivalence class in the above sense.

Isbell proved in 1963 that every concretisable category satisfied this condition.

Freyd (1973) proved the converse, apparently in vNBG class-set theory. There is a
much easier and direct proof due to J. Vinárek (1976) avoiding additive categories,
but now explicitly in vNBG + Global Choice (every class can be well-ordered).



Freyd’s theorem in the absence of Choice

Theorem (Karvonen–R., in ZF)

A locally small category C satis�es the Isbell condition i� it is concretisable.

I Here ‘category’ means the class of arrows is definable in ZF.
I Proof works for general large categories using vNBG, too (with no AC).
I WIP to get this done for internal categories in a more general Boolean class

category, assuming V admits a small rank function to a well-ordered internal
linear order Ω,

rk : V →Ω,

such that Scott’s trick is available.
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